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3. That on the FORTH of JULY TWO THOUSAND AND EIGHTEEN I served a Lawful Nonnegotiable Notice of Interest to Mrs Lisa Bacon C/o Salusbury, Harding & Barlow
by means of signed for postal delivery service recorded delivery numbers GQ 3144 8051
2GB and GQ 3144 8052 6GB a copy of all correspondences went to my sister and her
husband.
4. Within the said Notice of Interest, above, Mrs Lisa Bacon was asked the following
questions to be answered under your Mrs Lisa Bacons full sworn commercial oath full
liability witnessed with the penalty of perjury.
i. That you advise my sister in a LAWFUL MANNER under your Oath of common law the law
of the land and not as a Legal Fiction corporate entity.
ii. That council tax is by consent and is UNLAWFUL and therefore is voluntary and therefore
not part of any “maintenance” within my late fathers WILL.
iii. That the council tax is FRAUD to which can be easily proved via the Birth Certiﬁcate.
iv. That the Birth Certiﬁcate is FRAUD as proved beyond doubt with the enclosed evidence
of Birth Certiﬁcate Fraud; CRSS CLAUSULA REBUS SIC STANTIBUS
v. The birth Certiﬁcates is in no-way related/linked to my sister and/or her husbands current
mortgage via a bond on the bonds market or Trust Account.
vi. That her mortgage was given to her by the banks using her Trust fund or Bonds account,
therefore have created money out of thin air.
vii. The banking industry is also fraudulent and create money out of thin air and is given to
other corporations like SOLICITORS.
viii. THAT no FRAUD or TRESPASS in any way has been committed by any solicitor both past
and present regarding obtaining Mortgages to myself Steven: of the family Kirk, my Sister
Lesley: Lockett her Husband Alan-John: Lockett and my parents Peter Reginald: Kirk and
Elizabeth-Mary-Doris: Kirk that have worked for the company Salusbury, Harding & Barlow
amongst other name changes. Obviously this is in the legal capacity Mr, Mrs etc.
ix. That when you register your house which you are paying for you are IN FACT giving
away ownership of your property which is totally unlawful. This also applies to anything you
REGISTER including YOUR CHILDREN.
x. That in fact the mortgage is already paid oﬀ and if the ORIGINAL AGREEMENT THAT WAS
SIGNED BY MY SISTER AND HER HUSBAND CAN NOT BE PRODUCED, THEN WHERE IS THE
ORIGINAL AGREEMENT WITH WET INK SIGNATURES ON THE ORIGINAL AGREEMENT.
xi. That a Solicitor does NOT represent the living man or woman but in FACT RE-PRESENTS
the living man or woman as the Legal Fiction Name which is your Birth Certiﬁcate which is
FRAUD.
xii. That because of the registration of the Birth Certiﬁcate this IN FACT ENSLAVES every

registered child and enslaves them for the rest of their life or until they redress the status.
(Ex L)
5. A reply was asked and was expected of you Mrs Lisa Bacon under your sworn, witnessed
Oath under full commercial liability to which you were given thirty (30) days to rebut my
allegations with substance. A reply was never received let alone with substance. These
twelve (12) questions/allegations needs replying to with substance, proper proof with
proper solid evidence to the contrary to all of my allegations and a reply is required and
expected of you Mrs Lisa Bacon.
6. FACT that since 1933 every new child born was required to be ‘registered’, thereby
creating a Corporate Person, eﬀectively denying that child any rights as an owner of Real
Property. (Exhibit L)
7. The act of registering a child contracted them as chattel, and the birth record was a
deceptive legal way of getting the parents to sign the baby away. The birth record was/is in
fact a promissory note that was/is converted into a slave bond, which was/is then sold to a
private reserve bank eﬀectively giving ownership of the child to the bank. (Exhibit L)
8. FACT this has been the legal process since 1540 via something called a Cestui Que (Vie)
Trust, and this was still in eﬀect until the recent UCC Rulings changed the legal landscape
and reinstated the un-rebuttable fact that no-one can own our ‘selves or own our bodies.
(Exhibit L)
9. The slavery system remained intact for so long because of educational doctrines, the
inﬂuence of our community at large and because so many people accepted and embraced
their slavery by waiting for
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